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September 20, 2017 5 minutes read the comments expressed by their entrepreneurial contributors. Apple recently announced the new iPhone 8 and X (pronounced Ten). There are some very good new features to them, but one you may have overlooked in a burst of enthusiasm attending the phone rollout is the new iOS 11 version of the
App Store (a reference to then-as the iOS 11 App Store). Related: How iOS 11 brings Steve Jobs' vision for the iPad to LifeIt have gone easy for this product to be inconseulable, but entrepreneurs need to be aware of their most important new tweak in order to leverage the latest iOS 11 App Store to win. The design has changed, but
there have also been changes in the overall experience of buying and downloading apps. With the new update: You'll find it easier to search apps; There will be an outstanding schedule of the day; And in-app purchases will be easier. It is important for entrepreneurs to keep these qualities in mind. According to Forrester, 63 percent of
apps are discovered through app store searches. This makes searching the most commonly used way to download and discover new apps. However, the best way to find apps is by improving your app rankings, which can be done through what's called app store optimization (ASO). ASO is similar to search engine optimization (SEO) and
depends on the keywords you use to identify your app. Using the right keywords can increase your app rankings, as people can then find your app easier. Related: Apple says it's cleaning up the app store after its first large-scale Malware AttackTip: MobileDevHQ is an App Store analytics tool that helps you analyze your keywords, pick
better keywords, track search rankings and get updates about your competitors. Product page optimization be sure to check the following features on this page: Smarter search bar. The new search bar simplified the experience, making the content that visitors are searching for easier to find. Make sure your product page is optimized will
lead to higher conversion rates. As. As part of the new update, Apple has reduced the number of keywords on the new product page from 50 characters to 30. A recent study by TUNE found that apps that have the corresponding keyword in their title were rated 10.3 percent higher than those without the title keyword. In addition, tools like
The Annie App provide detailed traffic volume and information on how competitive your chosen keyword is. Subtitles (30 characters limited). Subtitles appear just below the title of the app. Since there is a limit, it is very important that you summarize your program as precisely and convincingly as possible. Doing so properly can increase
visitors and speed up downloads. Clear guidance is used from over-explanations, and emphasizes features that are of importance to your target audience. In-app purchases. In previous versions of the App Store, in-app purchases (IAPs) could only be made after the first time Program. However, users can now build an IAPs app before
downloading. You can list up to 20 IAPs, in total. In order to make IAPs available, apps need support for the new SKPaymentTransObactionserver method. best practice . In order to further increase exposure, use the keywords you used in your app's in-app store optimization tactics within your app's shopping description, as well.
promotion text . Advertising content is currently limited to 170 characters. Text should focus on new feature notifications, sharing the latest news about your app and time-based events. Product description. Your app description can only be edited or updated when you submit a new version of your app. What are the most important,
relevant and useful features for your users? If you want to update your users more in the latest information about your app, it's best to use promotional text instead. Rankings and reviews. Another useful new feature is connecting via iTunes, you can check the answers and directly address feedback, concerns and questions. Once you
have done so, the client will be notified of your response and has the option to change your review. Reviews and responses can be updated anywhere, but only the latest reviews and responses will be displayed for each client. Related: How dreamed it was for apple's app store to operate in 2 HoursBest was confirmed. One-click reviews
are easier: With Apple's new API, you can now embed the review process into the app and control the number of steps your users will walk through to leave a review. Keep in mind that the less friction there is, the higher the conversion rate (instructions). There are great online tools out there that allow you to see exactly what your users
see with qualitative app analytics and to identify detailed opportunities to improve and fully optimize your mobile app with mobile documents.Comment below and I reply! People lead busy lives, and keep track of everything that needs to be done in a day can be hard, which is why there are an endless number of apps to do and productivity
on the App Store. Apple offers built-in reminder apps and built-in notes app, both of which can be useful, but most people who need a robust task tracking solution want to look at a third-party app. In our latest YouTube video, we gather some of our favorite options to do with a range of functionality. Join MacRumors for more videos on the
YouTube channel. Notion (Free) Notion is an all-in-one productivity app that's perfect if you need an app that combines note taking and wiki creation with to-do list making. It's a simple color harmonious design, but it can actually be used to create regular notes and lists organized with hierarchies as complex or as simple as you need it to
be. Notion is a cross platform so it works on Mac and iOS, In addition it has strong search tools, real-time collaboration support, offers easy editing and reset listings, and works The app is free to use, but opening the full range of functionality, including unlimited blocks of data and more than 5MB in file upload costs $4 a month. TeuxDeux
($2.99/month) Despite its cringeworthy name, TeuxDeux is solid to do the app if you need something that is simple, serrated, and free from confusing bells and whistles. It's the bareest bone of the apps to do that we've tried, and it's an ideal choice if you want a design that's close to writing tasks on a piece of paper. Although simple,
TeuxDeux offers several features that should have for an app to perform, such as repetitive tasks, tasks that roll over to the next day if unfinished, Markdown support, easy drag and drop gesture support, and the ability to use it on both the iPhone and desktop. TeuxDeux is a subscription-based app that costs $2.99 a month or $24 a
month. Things 3 ($9.99) Things 3 is one of the strongest apps to do on our list, and it's also one of the more popular to do list options. There's a good reason for that – the culture code includes every feature you could ever possibly want in a task management program. Designing the app is ultimately easy to use, but it can be
overwhelming at first and took a while to get used to the full feature suite. Luckily, there's a built-in tutorial for you with 3 things familiar. You can create projects to organize different tasks, add areas to divide things between work and family responsibilities, or just a simple task to do. Mailboxes with sections like today, future, a time, and
someday will help you track what tasks they need to complete and when. Things are 3 apps to choose from if you want to organize all aspects of your life. Things 3 is not one of the few apps to do that subscription based, and it costs $9.99 to buy. Things 3 is also available for Mac and iPad, though each app should be purchased
individually. Todoist (free) Todoist, like 3 things, is known to do and list making apps. Different tasks can be organized into the required sections, spitting out everything from tasks to food lists. There's a mailbox that shows you everything that needs to be done at a glance, plus sections for things to do immediately and over the next week.
Todoist makes it easy to get down fast to perform using the natural language in the app so you can get it out of your head, and it supports recurring dates and the option to assign tasks to others for collaborative projects. The personal productivity process involves, so you can make sure you are staying on duty. Todoist is free to download,
but the premium feature that opens all functionality (such as reminders) costs $3.99 per month or $35.99 per year. Any.Do (free) Any.do is another popular task management app that has been around for years. It's a simple interface that lies your complexity, with deep organizational options for daily management to dos, tasks Projects,
lists, and more. It offers scheduled reminders, been, Capture features, collaborative features, calendar integration, add to musts from email messages, simply drag and drop gestures, and more. Using the app requires an account, but it supports Sign in with Apple to make it easy, and with one account, the app can be used on all your
devices. Any.do is free to use, but unlocking all features requires a premium plan priced at $9.99 per month for a month's subscription, $27 for a six-month subscription, or $60 for a 12-month subscription. Premium Subscription opens color tags, location-based reminders, advanced duplicate reminders, larger file uploads, sharing
capabilities, and more. The conclusions are dozens if not hundreds of apps to do on the App Store, and it's impossible to test them all. If you're looking for a new app to do, it's worth checking the options on our list, as these are the apps we've tried and found useful. If your favorite app is missing to do, make sure to let us know what it is in
the comments. Comments.
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